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Instantly convert longspan or pallet rack into cost effective carton flow.   

www.DuraFlowDF2.com
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DURAFLOW DF2

BENEFITS

The benefits of FlowStore DF2 - carton flow rack
DF2 Live Storage has been designed to make basic carton flow as simple as possible.

With 35 years of practical experience of live storage, FlowStore have created a system with just 2 basic 
components – roller tracks and beam adaptor profiles.

• No more nuts and bolts, clips, pins, caps or other fiddly components.

• Instead of taking an hour or more to assemble a conventional carton flow shelf, DF2 is installed 
in just a few minutes. 

• Customer comment “It took longer to unwrap the components than to fit the shelf level!”

• Also, instead of the hassle of fitting and adjusting lane guides, DF2 gives you a complete bed 
of rollers – so any box can go anywhere -  making product packaging or container changes 
simple to implement.

• Why purchase extra steel-work with a conventional carton flow shelf, when you already have 
racking beams capable of supporting the loads? All you need are roller tracks and adaptors.

• DF2 gets its strength from the choice of roller track. The greater the number of tracks across 
the bay width (track density), the higher the load capacity.

• Beefy GP40 tracks are best for converting typical double-sided pallet rack  depths of  2m -2.5m.

• Single sided racks up to 1500mm deep or more can use GP35 tracks if loads per level are lower.

DURAFLOW DF2  

®
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DURAFLOW DF2

DURAFLOW DF2

VERSATILE

Our original DuraFlow™ live storage product, manufactured in the UK from 2006, has been 
replaced by a completely new design, DuraFlow DF2. This also meets many of the requirements 
previously applicable to use of the discontinued LS2 carton flow system. 

DF2 converts  most brands of Pallet Racks and Long-Span Shelving Systems into carton flowracks,  
whether double- or single-sided bays, using either our heavy duty GP40 or standard duty GP35 
roller tracks and suitable adaptor components and profiles. 

FIFO (first in, first out) stock is automatically 
presented ‘ready to pick’ resulting in shorter 
picking routes and faster pick rates.  The 
system can also be used for LIFO systems (last 
in, first out), for instance where the back of the 
racks are against a wall.

With a more dense pattern of wheels for 
improved rolling characteristics, and no lane 
reconfiguring required for changing carton/
container sizes, DuraFlow DF2 has considerable 
advantages over the original LS2 and DuraFlow 
designs, and provides lane divider guide 
options not previously achievable. 

DF2 provides a densely packed bed of rollers for ultimate flexibility; different box sizes can be 
accommodated across the entire bed without the need to set up guides or re-position individual 
roller tracks. Standard DF2 GP40 series wheel density is approx 345 wheels per sq m., with each 
DF2 shelf level having roller tracks at 80mm centres across the bay width. The track centres can 
be varied down to 52mm for special requirements, further increasing wheel density for smaller 
packages. GP40 tracks have wheels at 36mm 
centres

When using GP35 roller tracks on 80mm 
centres, the wheel density is about 8% more 
due to the closer wheel pitch. GP35 can also 
be supplied at 46mm centres across bay width, 
giving 80% more wheel density per sq m than 
the basic 80mm centres. GP35 tracks have 
wheels at 33mm centres

DURAFLOW DF2   
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DURAFLOW DF2

DURAFLOW DF2  

STRONG

SIMPLE / QUICK

BEAM ADAPTOR 
PROFILES / SUPPORTS

DF2 is designed to give years of trouble free 
service, and roller track sections have steel 
axles with reinforced polypropylene rollers. The 
rollers are fitted to pre-galvanised steel profiles 
for strength and rigidity. 

Simple: DF2 roller track sections are supplied ready for immediate installation without tools.

Quick:  It is quick to install, just a few minutes per shelf level, and no tools required. With rack 
beams correctly installed for the desired gradient, position a pair of beam adaptors (on-load and 
off-load types) on the beams. Then the track sections are simply slotted into place. At the on-load 
end, roller track wheels will be flush with top of the beam. At the off-load end, the top of roller is 
25mm below the beam top face to create an end-stop..

Beam Adaptor Profiles are manufactured from galvanised steel sheet to exactly fit the beam 
dimensions of your chosen rack type. The DF2 roller track sections then sit securely in recesses on 
an internal ledge formed into the adaptor. Adaptors provide a continuous smooth outer face to 
the beam for location labelling.  The adaptors may be re-fitted onto any other beam of identical 
dimensions

Beam Supports  Generally only 2 beams are needed for each storage level for depths up to 2.5m, 
though heavier loads may also require a centre beam support.  

The beams should ideally be rectangular in cross section, but adaptors can be made for certain 
other beam shapes, subject to detailed enquiry.   
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DURAFLOW DF2

DURAFLOW DF2  

ACCESSORIES

COMPLETE DF2  
SYSTEM 

• Full length Lane Divider Guides, or Short Entry Guides. Height nom 20mm above wheels.

• Brake strips can also be fitted to roller tracks to slow cartons at the pick face. 

• 30mm, 40mm and 50mm deep Label Holders for location and parts identity

If you don’t have pallet rack or long-span shelving on which to mount the DF2 system, then 
FlowStore can provide a complete system with a custom-built framework for the specific 
application. 

It could be that the depth or bay width makes your standard racking unsuitable, or you may wish 
to fit a conveyor in the pick face.

Advantages  of  FlowStore’s  DF2 framework is the slim frame legs (60mm wide), vertical 
adjustment  of cross beams in 12.5mm increments,  and customisable dimensions.

Most pallet racks only offer 50mm or 75mm height adjustment, meaning DF2 can better be fine-
tuned to achieve favourable pick level ergonomics.

Slim profile beams (45 x 60mm) also minimise height loss, and are reversible due to bolted 
connections to the frame. This enables beams to be fitted very low to the ground, and provides 
more versatile gradient adjustments (12.5mm vertically)

Lane Divider Guides Guide & Brake Strips Label Holders
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DURAFLOW DF2 GALLERY 

Custom Designed   
DF2 Framework

DuraFlowDF2 Fitted  
to Existing Pallet Rack
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DURAFLOW DF2 GALLERY

DURAFLOW DF2 GALLERY 

Custom designed DF2 
framework

“The DF2 system looks 
really good!”

“ The installers did 
a great job, very 
professional, efficient 
and well organised”

Logistics Manager 
DhM PLastics

“It was great you were 
able to meet our tight 
deadline”

“The assembly 
instructions were very 
easy to follow, and it 
was built very quickly”

Manager 
LaPwing

For DuraFlow® DF2 go to www.DuraFlowDF2.com8
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FlowTube is a versatile modular component system, made from inter-
connecting tubes and joints, to streamline processes and reduce waste within 
organisations. The systems are designed to suit a wide variety of applications 

including manual handling, storage, assembly and lean manufacturing.  The product is supplied in both steel and 
aluminium, offering improved flexibility and recyclability when compared to traditional fabrication methods.

Flowrack Applications  Mobile or static applications to feed materials lineside.  Material can be presented to the 
operator with staggered / angled pick face options.

A variety of different track and guides are available to ensure that the item is conveyed effectively and efficiently to the 
operator lineside.

Workstation Applications From multiple work cells down to single user benches, the flexibility of the FlowTube 

system can ensure the right design application is implemented  for the process required. To cope with the varying operator 

ergonomics, most solutions offered can include height adjustable capabilities.  These can be supplied in both manual or 

electric configurations.

Trolleys & AGV Integration Applications

Our Aluminum products lead the way with regards to these types of  
applications. The light weight racking makes it easier for the operator  
to push and saves battery life when used in conjunction with our  
AGV auto unload racking.  
www.FlowTube.com  
PDFs of our Steel and Aluminium catalogue and the Steel Assembly Guide can be downloaded  
from the website.

FLOWSTORE INNOVATIONS THAT WORK

FLOWSTORE INNOVATIONS THAT WORK 

®
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FLOWSTORE INNOVATIONS THAT WORK

FLOWSTORE INNOVATIONS THAT WORK 

® DF2 is a cost-effective 
solution to convert pallet 
racking into carton flow, 

giving increased flexibility and FIFO ability to existing pallet  
racking systems. DF2 provides a  densely packed bed of 
rollers for ultimate flexibility; different box sizes can be 
accommodated across the entire bed without the need to set 
up guides or re-position individual roller tracks.  
www.DuraFlowDF2.com

Modular Stage Systems (MSS) provide flexible staging 
systems that are highly versatile, strong and adaptable 
for staging requirements for all occasions.  It’s light, quick 
and easy to assemble, and can be used as a stand-alone 

portable stage, or incorporated into an existing stage system.  
www.ModularStageSystems.com 
PDFs of the MSS Catalogue and Assembly Guide  
can be downloaded from the website.

SWAS 
applications 
provide visual 
management 
systems to 
aid in efficient 

communication between people 
and product flows, as well as 
providing improved health and safety 
environments for operators.  
www.SafeWalkAndSigns.com
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ALUMINIUM

Aluminium System 
TUBE | JOINTS  | ACCESSORIES

LEAN MANUFACTURING | CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT | MATERIAL HANDLING | INDUSTRY 4.0

A versatile, modular system for Lean Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 applications,  
uniquely integrating both steel and aluminium profiles, joints & components.  

www.FlowTube.com
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G.S ACE INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
Pipe Racking System

FLOWSTORE SYSTEMS LTD
Authorised distributor

The FlowTube System 
TUBE | JOINTS  | ACCESSORIES

LEAN MANUFACTURING | CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT | MATERIAL HANDLING | INDUSTRY 4.0

A versatile, modular system for Lean Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 applications,  
uniquely integrating both steel and aluminium profiles, joints & components.   

www.FlowTube.com

www.FlowStore.com

FLOWSTORE SYSTEMS LTD.
Fairview Business Centre

29-31 Clayton Road, Hayes
Middlesex UB3 1AN, UK

TEL : +44 (0) 208 581 5555
FAX : +44 (0) 208 581 5575

LEAN MANUFACTURING | CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT | MATERIAL HANDLING | INDUSTRY 4.0

www.FlowTube.com

www.FlowTube.com
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STEEL

DESIGN & ASSEMBLY GUIDE

Modular Stage Systems

         

MODULAR STAGE
SYSTEMS

ASSEMBLY GUIDE

Aluminium FlowTube System Catalogue for 28mm 33mm & 43mm Tube
This catalogue contains the latest information on the FlowTube Aluminium System which has been designed 
and developed to complement, not replace, the highly successful steel system which uses the international tube 
standard of 27.6mm diameter. Many key parts are interchangeable, enabling both the Steel and Aluminium 
systems to be combined.

FlowTube Aluminium range has developed dramatically since its introduction and now boasts a wide range 
of different components, and a minimum of three tube sizes 28mm, 33mm and 43mm, enabling an almost 
unlimited range of designs to be achieved. 

To obtain a copy either phone the office on +44 (0)208 581 5555 or visit FlowTube’s dedicated website  
www.FlowTube.com and go to the downloads page.

FlowTube Catalogue - Edition 1:1
Our new catalogue contains details and technical information about the FlowTube system for both our steel 
and aluminium range. FlowStore Systems has been the only dedicated UK manufacturer of carton flow systems 
since 1984. In 1995 the company became the first in the UK to use tubular construction systems originating from 
Japanese Kaizen and Lean Manufacturing specialists. 

The catalogue outlines the wide range of tubes, joints, components and accessories. In addition to the tubes and 
top-selling metal joints, it covers roller tracks, castors, tube adapters, plastic joints and parts, plus box guides, 
fixings, nameplates, plastic channels and other accessories. Further still it introduces how custom solutions can 
now have power and lighting integrated, and that working with the latest Industry 4.0 partners, we can provide 
solutions that integrate seamlessly, providing the latest technology that future proofs investment for years to 
come.   

To obtain a copy either phone the office on +44 (0)208 581 5555 or visit FlowTube’s dedicated website  
www.FlowTube.com and go to the downloads page

FlowTube Design and Assembly Guide
Our 30 page comprehensive Design and Assembly Guide outlines what the FlowTube system is; when to use 
FlowTube; why it is ideal for a Lean Manufacturing environment. It covers our terminology; how it is supplied; a 
comprehensive design and planning guide outlining good practice; ergonomics; technical characteristics; roller 
track strength; floor loading and general design tips; assembly guidelines and general safety advice.

To obtain a copy either phone the office on +44 (0)208 581 5555 or visit FlowTube’s dedicated website  
www.FlowTube.com and go to the downloads page

Modular Stage Systems Catalogue
This is a comprehensive catalogue that gives further information about the Modular Stage Systems 
concept, and goes into detail about each of the single and multi-level stages along with the components 
that are available. To obtain a copy either phone the staging department on +44 (0)208 756 4565 or visit 
the website at www.ModularStageSystems.com. 

Modular Stage Systems Assembly Guide.
FlowTube's Modular Stage System provides highly versatile, competitive solutions in staging requirements 
for all occasions. It's light, quick and easy to assemble, and can be used as a stand-alone, portable stage, or 
incorporated into an existing stage system. We offer single level and multi level kits as well as a customised 
solution. 

To obtain a copy either phone the staging department on +44 (0)208 756 4565 or visit the website at  
www.ModularStageSystems.com.

FlowTube is a highly flexible system to build customised solutions for all sectors of manufacturing, business, education etc.  
Either review our information below, or look through our website for further details.

FLOWSTORE CATALOGUES 

FLOWSTORE PRODUCT RANGE  

Vraag onze introductiebrochure of catalogus aan met informatie over 
het FlowTube-systeem - stuur een e-mail naar sales@flowstore.co.uk

Nous avons un catalogue de présentation expliquant le FlowTube 
System email sales@flowstore.co.uk

www.FlowStore.com
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